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Justin Baldoni’s Wayfarer Studios and Wayfarer

Entertainment have unveiled the five winners for the “The

Six Feet Apart Experiment” filmmaking competition.

Deadline exclusively announced the competition in May as

the world was on lockdown due to the pandemic. Jane the
Virgin alum Baldoni took these circumstances and aligned
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them with his film socially distant teen drama Five Feet
Apart to launch the experiment. The competition challenged

storytellers to look past social isolation and use the current

circumstances to fuel their creativity, keeping social impact

the focal point for their submissions.

More from Deadline

Wayfarer Studios Taps Andrew Calof As President Of

Production And Development

'Clouds' Feature Film About Singer Zach Sobiech To Debut

On Disney+

Justin Baldoni's Wayfarer Studios Launches Social

Distancing-Themed 'Six Feet Apart Experiment'

Filmmaking Competition

The five winning filmmakers will be paired with seasoned

directors, producers and writers who will mentor them

throughout the production process. Company 3 is official

post-production partner handling editorial and finishing

services, with its Founder and President, Stefan Sonnenfeld,

(Star Wars: Episode IX, Wonder Woman, Bad Boys for Life,
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil) serving as an Executive Producer

to all films.

Wayfarer will provide the selected filmmakers and

storytellers with $50,000 in production financing and in-kind

services including dedicated mentorship from established

filmmakers, with a goal to complete the entire process

before New Year’s Day.

“After our amazing team of readers and judges read through

all of the submissions, we couldn’t be more thrilled to

announce our five winners, all first-time feature filmmakers,

four of which are women,” said Baldoni. “One of the most

important aspects to this experiment was finding a way to

empower artists with the resources to make their first film

surrounded by a supportive and loving environment so their

creativity can thrive. I can’t wait to work with each of them

and see what they pull off!”
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What Richard Nelson’s Apple Family Have to Say
About America. And What They Don’t.
It is, allegedly, the last time we will see Richard Nelson’s
Apple family during the pandemic. How are the liberal, white,
arty, upstate-dwelling American upper-middle classes feelin…
as lockdown eases and the election approaches? The last of
a trio of plays, Incidental Moments of the Day suggests the
answer is, as confined and confused as the rest of us. Here
again, discussing, needling, laughing, and consoling are
siblings Barbara (Maryann Plunkett), Richard (Jay O.
Saunders), and Jane (Sally Murphy), with Marian (Laila
Robins) mostly absent out on a date, and Jane’s partner Tim
(Stephen Kunken), an actor turned restaurant manager, away
with his college-going kids in Amherst.Richard Nelson’s Apple
Family Proves You Can Make Brilliant Theater on ZoomThey
connect, as they have in the two preceding plays in the cycle,
via Zoom—their faces full of the flitting emotions of the
time: confusion, questioning, sadness, attempts at levity,
searching for meaning and answers, a belief in art. (Nelson
encourages donations to the Stage Directors and
Choreographers Foundation in the U.S. and the Theatre
Artists Fund in the U.K.)The naturalism of the exchanges is
beguiling; the family stuff, the signals between siblings, all
beautifully captured. The USP of this cycle is that the plays
are written in our weird political and cultural real-time. Yet
what is most effective are not the meditations on
contemporary culture, but what Nelson—Rhinebeck dweller
and fictionalizer of many years standing—knows about his
characters’ feelings towards one another, and how deeply
and deftly the actors connect to those characters, and
connect them to us. There is little profundity in what the
play has to say about politics, you’ve read it all before in a
hundred hand-wringing editorials; the best of the Apples is
personal.It is early September for them, as it is for us. You
can sense that they miss being with each other, and that
these Zoom calls are vital. Jane is depressed, and thinking of
becoming a crisis counselor, which seems—on the strength
of her emotional bearing here—to be a phenomenally bad
idea. She misses Tim, and he her, but there is unstated bad
feeling between her and one of his children; and in the
freighted silences and glances of Murphy and Kunken we
sense a marriage not in peril but under a kind of pressure.
Tim did not know how sad Jane was. We see that on his face.
They look at each other trying to connect. Missed beats go
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Al-Qaeda threatens Charlie Hebdo for republishing
Mohammed cartoons: SITE
Al-Qaeda has threatened French satirical weekly Charlie
Hebdo with a repeat of a 2015 massacre of its staff, after it
republished controversial cartoons of the Prophet…
Mohammed, the SITE observatory said on Friday.

Town In Washington May Be The Wealthiest In The
US
The Most Wealthy Cities Are Not as Obvious as You Might
Think - Here Are the Richest Towns in The US

Associated Press

Baltimore Police releases report on aerial
surveillance test
The Baltimore Police Department revealed Friday that an
aerial surveillance system being tested across the city since
May has given officers information in 81 criminal cases,…
including 19 homicides, but acknowledged it does not have
enough data yet to determine the program's effectiveness.
Of the cases backed by aerial imagery, 21% have been closed
with an arrest compared to 16% of similar incidents that
were not captured by the wide-angle cameras mounted on
airplanes sweeping Baltimore. The figures, which are
provisional, are contained in a report covering the first half
of the six-month pilot program.

The Guardian

Federal court rules Florida felons must pay off debts
to state before voting
Appeals court says state can require repayment of all fines
and courts costs but does not have to say how much is
owedFlorida can require people with felony convictions to…
repay all outstanding debts before they are eligible to vote
again, but does not have to tell them how much they owe, a
federal appeals court ruled on Friday. The hugely
consequential decision will probably shut out hundreds of
thousands of voters in the key battleground state in this

The Guardian

Covid-19: Fauci says US life won’t return to normal until deep into 2021
* Expert: no return to ‘a degree of normality’ until next year *
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Current American data on virus cases and deaths
‘disturbing’The White House coronavirus taskforce’s most…
senior public health expert, Anthony Fauci, said on Friday
that it would probably take another year before life returns
to a sense of “normality” in the US, even if a successful
Covid-19 vaccine is approved in the next few months.“If
you’re talking about getting back to a degree of normality,
which resembles where we were prior to Covid, it’s gonna be
well into 2021. Maybe even towards the end of 2021,” he
warned in an interview with MSNBC.And in an apparent
rebuke to Donald Trump’s claim this week that the US is
“rounding the corner” on Covid-19, Fauci said that current
data on the pandemic is, in fact, “disturbing”.Fauci was asked
in the interview on Friday about the president’s most recent
comments on the virus, in which he also said: “We’re
rounding the final turn, and a lot of good things are
happening.”Fauci said: “I’m sorry, but I have to disagree with
that, because if you look at the thing that you just
mentioned, the statistics, Andrea, they’re disturbing. We’re
plateauing at around 40,000 [new] cases a day and the
deaths are around 1,000.”Fauci was speaking with MSNBC’s
Andrea Mitchell a day after the president told a White House
press briefing: “I really do believe we’re rounding the
corner.”Trump’s comment came two days after recordings of
the president showed he had knowingly played down the
threat of the virus in early February to prevent what he
called “panic”, while admitting to journalist Bob Woodward
at the time in interviews for a forthcoming book that he
knew Covid-19 was “deadly stuff” and worse than bad
influenza.Asked to evaluate Trump’s minimization, Fauci said:
“When you downplay something, that’s really a threat and
not a good thing.”The US has a world record 6.3m cases of
Covid-19 and almost 200,000 people have died, according to
Johns Hopkins data.While daily new cases in the US have
halved since late July, when rates peaked at around 70,000
new casesa day, Fauci reiterated his concern that the
approach of fall and winter – when people will spend more
time indoors – could push the US into a “precarious
situation”.“When you have a baseline of infections that are
40,000 per day and you have threats of increased test
positivity in certain regions of the country, such as the
Dakotas and Montana and places like that … You don’t want
to start off already with a baseline that’s so high,” he
said.Fauci’s comments come a day after reports indicated
that a Trump administration appointee at the Department of
Health and Human Services had tried to encourage officials
at the National Institutes of Health, where Fauci works, to
steer the expert on his public comments.On Thursday Fauci
said: “We need to hunker down and get through this fall and
winter because it’s not going to be easy.”On the infection
rate, he said: “I keep looking at that curve and I get more
depressed and more depressed about the fact that we never
really get down to the baseline that I’d like,” he said.Fauci
told MSNBC he was confident that the vaccine approval
process is going to be done correctly.Meanwhile, Holden
Thorpe, the editor-in-chief of Science, the top US scientific
journal, wrote on Friday that Trump “deliberately lied about
science in a way that … directly led to widespread deaths of
Americans”, adding that “this may be the most shameful
moment in the history of US science policy.”
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Trump, Biden vie to show leadership on 9/11
anniversary
US President Donald Trump struck a somber tone Friday on
the anniversary of the September 11, 2001 attacks as his
Democratic rival Joe Biden comforted relatives of victims --…
in dueling bids to unite a deeply-divided nation.

USA TODAY

NIH director 'puzzled' by politicization of COVID
protection efforts, Trump's Michigan rally
"How did we get here?" NIH director Francis Collins asked,
expressing disappointment at the political divisiveness
around wearing masks.

Associated Press

Wildfire smoke brings worst air quality to Portland,
Seattle
Public health officials warned residents to keep indoors with
the windows shut, to set air conditioners to run on
recirculated air instead of fresh, and to use air purifiers if…
they had them. Meanwhile, they wrestled with whether to
open “smoke shelters” for homeless people or others lacking
access to clean air amid the COVID-19 pandemic and
concerns about herding people indoors.
Tip If Your Car Has A Key Fob Alarm
Drivers are always surprised when they learn about this
important tip. If you drive in the U.S., you better read this...
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Study: Kids infected at day care spread coronavirus
at home
Children who caught the coronavirus at day cares and a day
camp spread it to their relatives, according to a new report
that underscores that kids can bring the germ home and…
infect others. Scientists already know children can spread
the virus. The findings don’t mean that schools and child-
care programs need to close, but it does confirm that the
virus can spread within those places and then be brought
home by kids.

The Week

China reportedly prefers a TikTok shutdown in the
U.S. to a forced sale
The clock is ticking ahead of President Trump's TikTok
deadline, but China reportedly would rather see the app be
shut down in the United States than see a forced sale of its…
American operations.That's according to Reuters, which on
Friday reported that Beijing "opposes a forced sale of
TikTok's U.S. operations" by its owner, ByteDance, and "would
prefer to see the short video app shut down" in

USA TODAY

Fact check: Oregon fires were not set by anti-fascist
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Fact check: Oregon fires were not set by anti-fascist
activists
Some allege Oregon's wildfires were set by activists. Officials
have debunked that, saying falling trees knocked down
power lines, igniting fires.
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Trump cuts funding for 'white privilege' training as
more Republican voters acknowledge systematic…
racismPresident Trump recently directed federal agencies to divert
dollars away from racial sensitivity training on white
privilege.

USA TODAY

'We have never seen this': 10% of Oregon forced to
evacuate; death toll rises from wildfires across…
Western statesMore than 500,000 people in Oregon have been forced to
evacuate as wildfires continued to race through more than a
dozen Western states Friday.

The Telegraph

Near-record 319 migrants arrive after crossing
Channel, with dozens making landfall
More than 300 migrants reached Britain on 27 small boats
on Friday, with dozens of people landing on beaches, The
arrival of 319 more people takes the year's total beyond…
6,000 - three times as many as last year. It is understood at
least 73 people reached the shores of Kent, with many
landing at Kingsdown, near Deal, while a group of 33 arrived
on a huge green inflatable boat around 9am. Sea conditions
are said to have been ideal for making the perilous journey
across the Dover Strait - the world's busiest shipping lane -
with good visibility, although it was very cold. Lifeboats from
Dover, Dungeness and Walmer had been launched to support
Border Force officers. Police tracked down "a number of
suspected migrants" at Kingsdown.

Tankless Water Heaters May Surprise You
Tankless water heaters may be the answer to your home
water heating problems. Look for tankless water heaters.
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Wildfires burned millions of acres across the West.
See what that looks like.
California, Oregon and Washington account for more than
half of all acres burned by wildfires in the U.S.

AFP

Colombia apologizes for police brutality after deadly
riots
Colombia's defense minister on Friday publicly apologized
for police brutality after the death of a man in custody
sparked two nights of deadly rioting in the capital Bogota…
and other cities.
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Stock market news live updates: Nasdaq posts worst
weekly loss since March as tech stocks extend…
declinesWall Street is closing a volatile week on a down note, as
Apple's stock weighs on the broader market.

I Almost Threw My Keurig Away - Then This
Happened
Keep your Keurig stocked with delicious, gourmet flavors -
delivered to your door!
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Federal appeals court blocks Florida's felons from
voting until fees and fines are paid
The decision could have a major impact on November's
presidential election because of Florida's history of razor-
thin margins.

Yahoo Finance

Expect 2 'major waves' of unemployment if D.C.
gridlock continues, Obama economic advisor says
The window of opportunity for additional stimulus has
gradually closed in recent days. Austan Goolsbee, a
Democratic economist, appeared on Yahoo Finance Friday…
and painted a dire portrait of what could be coming if it
shuts completely.
Associated Press

Prosecutor looking into the origins of Russia probe
resigns
A federal prosecutor who was helping lead the investigation
into the origins of the Trump-Russia probe has resigned from
the Justice Department, a spokesman said Friday. A…
spokesman for the U.S. Attorney's office in Connecticut
confirmed Dannehy's departure, which was first reported by
The Hartford Courant, but declined to comment further.
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